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Automate your digital campaigns
Use Cape's smart solutions to scale creatives at superhero speed, power your media buying and collaborate in one A-Z environment.
Request demo Watch video
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Trusted by leading brands across the globe
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Create
Accelerate the creative production process with dynamic templates that ensure compliance with your brand guide.
[image: Create ads with a live-preview that shows all formats]Create ads with a live-preview that shows all formats

[image: No design experience needed with intuitive templates]No design experience needed with intuitive templates


Learn more






Collaborate
Collaborate in one central hub with custom workflows that match your company.
[image: In-tool communication with review and approval points]In-tool communication with review and approval points

[image: Flexible authorisation levels and alert management]Flexible authorisation levels and alert management


Learn more






Publish
Power your media buying for all ad platforms and social channels.
[image: Launch your campaigns with a single click]Launch your campaigns with a single click

[image: Automate ad ops and campaign activation processes]Automate ad ops and campaign activation processes


Learn more
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Discover our digital marketing solutions
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Campaign management
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[image: Speed to market]Speed to market

Use pre-defined multichannel campaign templates to launch cross-channel delivery in seconds.

[image: Optimise at scale]Optimise at scale

Integrated A/B testing, reporting, AI based visual analysis, and a full DCO stack to bring performance to new heights.

[image: No "one size fits all"]No "one size fits all"

Enable workflows to match your company ecosystem across internal and external parties.

[image: Instant localisation]Instant localisation

Easily tailor your offer, design or tone of voice to any local context with intuitive approval flows.
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"We wanted to find a way to minimise spending time on things that were taking a lot of time: creating and publishing assets. Where we previously had to juggle and spend a big chunk of campaign budgets on creation, we now look much more at details and ask ourselves why we do things. We can take more steps than we ever did before."
Yannick Kant
Global Lead Programmatic Display, Video, and Social Advertising


Read use case
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"We want to be super relevant, so it is essential to apply a personalised approach to assets. Local nuances are important to get the right tone of voice. With the tooling, we continuously diversify to see what works best. This way we can switch and adapt quickly and meet our objectives."
Erica van Vonderen
Marketing & E-commerce Director at Basic-Fit


Read use case
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780
Different users and campaigns
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"Our goal was to connect as many clubs as possible to our nationwide campaign by making this super easy for them. When they don’t have to think how about to create a campaign for their club, it is more likely that they will participate. With Cape, we created this low entry for clubs to run a local campaign to new parents and children, that still follows the central campaign style."
Maarten de Backer
Project Lead @KNVB


Read use case
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"We wanted to find a way to minimise spending time on things that were taking a lot of time: creating and publishing assets. Where we previously had to juggle and spend a big chunk of campaign budgets on creation, we now look much more at details and ask ourselves why we do things. We can take more steps than we ever did before."
Yannick Kant
Global Lead Programmatic Display, Video, and Social Advertising


Read use case
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"We want to be super relevant, so it is essential to apply a personalised approach to assets. Local nuances are important to get the right tone of voice. With the tooling, we continuously diversify to see what works best. This way we can switch and adapt quickly and meet our objectives."
Erica van Vonderen
Marketing & E-commerce Director at Basic-Fit


Read use case
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"Our goal was to connect as many clubs as possible to our nationwide campaign by making this super easy for them. When they don’t have to think how about to create a campaign for their club, it is more likely that they will participate. With Cape, we created this low entry for clubs to run a local campaign to new parents and children, that still follows the central campaign style."
Maarten de Backer
Project Lead @KNVB


Read use case
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"We wanted to find a way to minimise spending time on things that were taking a lot of time: creating and publishing assets. Where we previously had to juggle and spend a big chunk of campaign budgets on creation, we now look much more at details and ask ourselves why we do things. We can take more steps than we ever did before."
Yannick Kant
Global Lead Programmatic Display, Video, and Social Advertising
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"We want to be super relevant, so it is essential to apply a personalised approach to assets. Local nuances are important to get the right tone of voice. With the tooling, we continuously diversify to see what works best. This way we can switch and adapt quickly and meet our objectives."
Erica van Vonderen
Marketing & E-commerce Director at Basic-Fit


Read use case
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"Our goal was to connect as many clubs as possible to our nationwide campaign by making this super easy for them. When they don’t have to think how about to create a campaign for their club, it is more likely that they will participate. With Cape, we created this low entry for clubs to run a local campaign to new parents and children, that still follows the central campaign style."
Maarten de Backer
Project Lead @KNVB


Read use case
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And many more
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Client's succes stories
Discover how global brands use Cape to unlock the full potential of their online business, realise their digital growth aspirations and exceed all customer expectations.

See all cases
[image: Migros]
[image: Client logo]

Migros automatically generatesvVideo ads with the latest pricing information for their products in three different languages
Read case study

[image: Vandebron]
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Vandebron manages hyperlocal campaigns of green energy solutions to the right service area.
Read case study



See all cases

Ready to unleash your superpowers?
Let's chat and look for opportunities

Reach out
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Amsterdam
Johan van Hasseltweg 51
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
1021 KN

Tilburg
Fraterstraat 22
Tilburg, The Netherlands
5041 DL

London
John Princes ST - Allen House 10
London, United Kingdom
W1G OJW

Sydney
Sussex Street - Barangaroo 1
Sydney, Australia
2000


Cape creates the best tech solutions out there to bring advertising ideas to life for leading brands, advertisers, and agencies across the globe. Marketers, designers, and media teams can unlock their full potential with the creation and delivery of digital campaigns that are truly audience-centric and that can get from idea to live in no time.
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